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Abstract. This paper is presenting a conceptual mechanism for light-
weight privacy-aware and secure data access control and filtering. This
mechanism can be deployed at an edge node in order to assure that all
data coming in and going out of it is properly protected and filtered. Goal
is to keep private data locally and limit its exposure to outside entities
(e.g., Cloud backend, external application or other edge nodes) while
preserving the performance and security requirements for edge analytics.
The data filtering at the edge node is done in a way that it is not possible
for outside entities to identify end-devices and the data associated with
them.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is growing exponentially with connected devices
ranging from smart doors to industrial machines and installations. By 2025, it is
expected that there will be 41.6 billion connected IoT devices, generating 79.4
zettabytes (ZB) of data1. With such amount of data, the current practice of
sending data to central platforms (e.g., Cloud) for analysis becomes unsustain-
able as it does not scale well and represents a single point of failure. Given that,
the new paradigm of Edge Computing serves a variety of purposes in the current
IoT landscape. This distributed, local computing paradigm can help addressing
several issues from latency, bandwidth, connectivity, security and privacy issues
that would otherwise make some IoT cases impossible. Data collection, machine
learning and AI applications can be distributed at the edge in a federated archi-
tecture. Such a solution is robust because tasks can migrate in case of component
failures and is scalable since workload can be shared among many computing
devices. However, there are also many challenges [2] in federated architectures.
One of which is the security of edge analytics as it is no longer a single point
of concern as in a centralised architecture, but distributed over the federated
approach. Privacy-sensitive edge analytics is also a challenging security issue [2],

1 https://www.zdnet.com/article/iot-devices-to-generate-79-4zb-of-data-in-2025-
says-idc/
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especially, when private data needs to be shared between edge nodes2 for aggre-
gation, analysis and modelling purposes. Questions arise such as: How to share
minimal information without losing its usability? How to control and enforce
the use of data in analytics processes, resulting in transparency? This becomes
even more challenging in the IoT context since edge nodes tend to have limited
computing power and memory where traditional data filtering and minimisa-
tion [1] do not fit. Therefore, a lightweight privacy-aware and secure solution is
needed. This paper addresses the data security and privacy-preserving issues in
the distributed edge computing taking into account the requirements and secu-
rity constraints in an IoT edge analytics environment. We plan to investigate
the following aspects:

1. A lightweight & configurable data filtering mechanism that supports different
types of data with different levels of privacy protection requirements.

2. A lightweight access control and a coordinated enforcement mechanism that
controls all aspects of data access on the edge node, between edge nodes or
between edge nodes and end devices.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 highlights the need for privacy-
aware and secure data filter and access control mechanism. Section 3 focuses
on the description of the industrial cases from different companies within the
EUREKA-ITEA3 project MIRAI3 having similar concerns to what we are en-
visaging to address. Finally, Section 4 provides concluding remarks.

2 The need of data filtering, access and usage control for
data analytics at the edge

The key challenge of edge analytics is the hardware constraint. Edge nodes tend
to have limited computing footprint. This is why embedding the functionalities
of a fully-fledged data analytics mechanism and heavy access control and data
filtering process, similar to the ones implemented in the centralised architec-
ture [3], is challenging. This becomes even more challenging in the context of
battery-powered IoT edge nodes, that require to run for a prolonged lifespan
with minimal intervention. Therefore, a lightweight solution is needed.

2.1 Need of lightweight data filtering and control on filtering
process

Edge computing can reduce the number of sensors and actuators connected
directly to the Internet. As a result, reducing number of connections to the In-
ternet. This reduces the potential attack vector of security attacks. Local data
processing and filtering by an edge node (gateway) can also reduce the amount of

2 In this paper, edge node refers to device gateway (or IoT gateway), while end-device
refers to IoT devices, such as sensors/actuators.

3 https://itea3.org/project/mirai.html
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Fig. 1. High level architecture of edge node system components

sensitive and private information that is sent through a network. Thereby, it ad-
dresses privacy needs for the application. However, the data filtering mechanism
[1][5][6][7][8] that requires heavy processing and computing power is not suitable
for resource-constrained edge nodes. There is a need for a lightweight data filter-
ing mechanism that is able to run on devices with very limited computing power
and memory without compromising data usability and privacy requirements.
Our goal is to investigate a new lightweight data filtering approach that can
run on very resource-constrained edge nodes, taking into account the following
three factors during its design: (1) minimal processing and less computing, (2)
privacy-compliance and zero data leaks, and (3) avoidance of information loss
and guaranteed data usability.

In addition, we also envisage to add a security layer on top of the data filter-
ing process at the edge nodes by means of a security control on the data filtering
process (see Fig 1, data filter control policy). This data filter control policy mod-
ule (see Fig 1) regulates what and how the data filtering module should process
different types of data with different filtering requirements. It also instructs the
data filter module which data filter algorithms should be selected. The data filter
module outputs the non privacy-sensitive data, to the data analyser where the
AI or machine learning is located (see Fig 1). The data analyser processes and
extracts relevant data and outputs to the data proxy (see Fig 1), which makes
the data available to the outside entities (see Fig 1). The data proxy acts as
a secure gateway for the exchange of data between the edge environment and
core network (see Fig 1) and also isolates the edge environment from the core
network.
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2.2 Need for data access and usage control and its enforcement for
distributed edge analytics

In the case of distributed edge analytics, part of the data can be shared between
edge nodes. In order to ensure a fine-grained data access control for such data
sharing, a reliable data access control and enforcement is required. Moreover,
to address privacy concerns in such data-sharing scenarios, a privacy-preserving
method needs to be incorporated in the access control and enforcement scheme.
This access control mechanism should be lightweight and be able to run on very
resource-constrained edge devices while also being able to meet the security and
privacy requirements. As of today, most access control systems, such as OAuth,
OpenID, are running on high performance devices with complex processing steps.
There are many attempts to extend OAuth to be used on resource-constrained
devices such as in a IoT system [4] [9]. However, looking into their process-
ing steps that involve heavy encryption algorithms, they are still considered as
heavy schemes. Our goal is to look into a new lightweight access control and
enforcement mechanism for data sharing in distributed edge analytics for very
resource-constrained devices, devices with limited power and memory and that
require long battery lifespan. We take three following factors into account when
designing it: (1) fine-grained and privacy-aware, (2) low computing power and
(3) few processing steps.

3 Industrial cases: sustainability and smart city domain

In this section, we provide a description of actual industrial cases where private
data access control and filtering on resource-constrained devices are critical on-
going challenges. These cases are from three companies, Macq, Shayp and 3E4

within the EUREKA-ITEA3 project MIRAI. They will be used as test cases for
our envisaged data filter and access control demonstrator.

3.1 3E case and requirements

3E is a Brussels-based company providing consultancy and software solutions for
monitoring and improving the performance of sustainable energy installations
and for optimising energy consumption. More precisely, 3E SynaptiQ5 solution
enables to manage solar and wind assets, monitor, report and improve their
performance, and organise their maintenance. In order to further improve their
platform, 3E works on a use case in the domain of distributed renewable energy
systems, linked to the following research area: (1) Leveraging the computational
power of edge devices in order to reduce latency and (2) tackle both data sharing
obstacles and privacy aspects. These research areas relate to the challenges we
are addressing in this paper.

4 https://mobility.macq.eu, https://www.shayp.com, https://3e.eu
5 https://3e.eu/our-platform
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3.2 Shayp case and requirements

Shayp is a Brussels-based company providing solutions for the monitoring and
management of water usage and leakages for different types of buildings, rang-
ing from home to large industrial buildings, such as public and business build-
ings. Shayp collects water consumption information through a connected water
metering device installed in those buildings. Water measurements are collected
periodically and are sent to the cloud through Sigfox and NB-IoT. From this
data, Shayp extracts water consumption analytics and detects potential leakages
present in a building. Shayp is currently pursuing several tracks for the further
enhancement of their services, among which is privacy-preservation of the data
on device (water metering). Shayp aims at securing and filtering data in transit
in order to prevent disclosing privacy-sensitive water consumption data. This
research links to one of our research goals in this paper.

3.3 Macq case and requirements

Macq is a Brussels-based company providing solutions around two main areas:
industrial automation and smart mobility. While the former represents the his-
torical market targeted by Macq, smart mobility has become the largest activity
domain of the company in the last years and drives many of Macq research activ-
ities. Under EUREKA-ITEA3, Macq focuses on the smart mobility where traffic
is the main use case. Macq aims at improving the safety of vulnerable road users
in the area of railway crossings, school streets and at complex intersections. For
this, intelligent street cameras are installed. Macq works towards a solution in
the domain of road safety, linked to the different research areas, among which
are: (1) efficiency of edge processing without the need to send images to the
cloud and (2) private data filtering of images captured by street cameras. These
two research cases link to what we are addressing in this paper.

4 Conclusion

This research position paper highlights the potential of data security and privacy-
preserving challenges at the edge. We also present some early concepts on how
privacy and data filtering at edge nodes should be designed and explain why
existing mechanisms do not fit. Our next steps are to extensively work on the
above-mentioned concepts and validate them through a demonstrator based on
the requirements from the three industrial cases (Macq, 3E and Shayp).
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